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OIG 11G R2 Field Enablement Training 

Lab 5 - Request Using Profiles 

 

Disclaimer: The Virtual Machine Image and other software are provided for use 
only during the workshop.  Please note that you are responsible for deleting them 
from your computers before you leave.  If you would like to try out any of the 
Oracle products, you may download them from the Oracle Technology Network 
(http://www.oracle.com/technology/index.html) or the Oracle E-Delivery 
WebSite (http://edelivery.oracle.com)  

http://www.oracle.com/technology/index.html
http://edelivery.oracle.com/
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1. Introduction 

In the enterprise, engineers working in Information Systems have to sometimes travel abroad to 

locations remote to where they permanently work on, for catering to the execution model of 

certain IT projects. As Information Systems department engineers get involved in projects 

executed globally, most of the times, these locations where they have to travel, are even in 

countries different to where they reside permanently. 

 

Any such engineer has to therefore access the relevant Intranet portal and needs to use the 

services for creating travel reservations, requesting for documents proofs, which would be 

required for visa application, creating a visa application request with the travel agent and 

requesting additional access on the badge if traveling to remote location of the enterprise itself. 

 

For a number of reasons (mostly financial/expense aspects related to travel bookings) the 

enterprise does not want to provide access to these functionalities by default to all enterprise 

users and only to those who have to genuinely travel due to business reasons. All such engineers 

have to request for similar kind of access. However, as more and more relevant people might 

need to access these services on the portal frequently, it was decided that instead of having all 

of such users figure out what to request, better have an administrator create a profile which 

would cluster all the relevant entities that are required to give the necessary access in the 

intranet for relevant operations. 
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2. Request using Profiles 

The purpose of these steps is to show how to create a Request Profile by administrator and how an 

end user can use these profiles to easily create a request. 

Joseph Krause, the same employee record which was used in “Simple Request” use case will be used 

in this one as well. It would be shown how: 

 Admin user creates the Request profile beforehand. 

 Joseph Krause logs on to self svc and instead of searching the catalog, uses the relevant 

request profile to create a request. 

 

1. Login to Identity Self service console as ADMIN. 

2. Click on the Catalog icon.  

 
3. Search with a search string as Travel. 

 

4. Click on Add to Cart.  

5. Search with a search string as Proof. 
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6. Click on Add to Cart.  

7. Search with a search string as VISA. 

 

8. Click on Add to Cart.  

9. Search with a search string as Badge. 

 

10. Select Denver Badge entitlement.  

11. Click on Add to Cart.  

12. Click Checkout.  

13. On the request submission screen, instead of submitting the request, save the profile by 

choosing the option Save As Profile. 
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14. Name the Profile as Business Travel to remote office locations. 

15. Provide a description  

a. Includes the access to various services available in intranet and other applications 

which employees would need when they are travelling on business to remote 

enterprise locations 

 

16. Save the profile. 

17. Close the catalog tab without submitting the request. 

18. Logout.  

19. Login as JKRAUSE. 

20. Click on the Catalog. 

 
21. click on the newly created Request Profile. 

 

22. He would see all the items captured within this profile for requesting. 
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23. If required, JKRAUSE can also dive deeper into the details of a specific entity, as shown in the 

screenshot below. 

 

 

24. Finally he would submit the request. After submission, he can check the request ID, close the 

request form, take the request ID and go back to “track request” option to search for it and 

open it again to see the details. He would see child requests being created for all the 

different entities and each of them present in the right stage of approval. 

 

25. If he clicks on any one of them, the entire approval details etc can be easily seen.   
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26. You can complete the approval for each request to grant all the requested items to JKRAUSE. 

Approval will be done by manager DCRANE. 

 

After all the approvals JKRUAE should have the requested roles. 

 

 
 


